Abstract: There are new vehicle designs proposed for autonomous, on-demand air mobility. However, less attention has been placed on the human-systems engineering challenges that may arise in managing fleets of such vehicles. This is critical to scale operations. Legacy railroad and airline operations centers may be good examples to consider. For over a century, they have relied on remote dispatchers for safe and efficient network management of railroads and flights. Yet, there are few tools available for stakeholders to explore concepts of dispatch operations with humans and automation. We present a novel tool that allows stakeholders to rapidly prototype operations. The basis of the tool is a discrete event simulation model that has been internally and externally validated. We show results of simulating both freight and commuter railroad operations with initial results of airline operations, including short- and long-haul flights. The prototyping tool will be accessible as an open platform for future investigation of any transportation system. Our findings contribute to the theoretical understanding human performance modeling. And finally, we make a practical contribution with this tool that analysts and executives alike can use to support evidence-based design and staffing decisions.
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